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“Call someone?!” Coach Lin snorted coldly

He continued: “Why? Do you want to find a helper?!”

Charlie laughed: “It’s not a helper, you don’t want to know about Dean Stark.”

“Where is he? I can call now and arrange for someone to bring him in.”

Jairo sneered: “Boy, you are so fcuking dead that you don’t even know it.You think you
can call and find two helpers to come here, and you can escape safely? Let me tell you,
on my site, even if the king of heaven comes, he will not be able to take you away!”

Charlie smiled: “I don’t need anyone to take me away when I finish cleaning up the old
dog,
i will walk away from here by myself,”

“And then you will kneel on the ground, crawl like a dog, and bark like a dog to send me
out.”

“Fcuk you!” Jairo was completely furious, he pointed at Charlie,

Yelled at Coach Lin, “Kill him! Immediately! Immediately! Now!”

Herman, who was on the side, panicked, and he quickly said to Jairo:

“Godfather, you can’t act rashly for the time being, godfather!”

“After all, Dean is still with him. In his hand, I heard what he meant,”

“It seems that he has accomplices outside to meet up,”

“If we act rashly, maybe the other party will attack Dean!”

Herman is most worried about the safety of his son, and until he sees him.



He didn’t dare to let Jairo really treat Charlie the way he wanted.

After all, in case Charlie gets in a hurry and his accomplices take things into their own
hands, outside,

Then his precious son would be gone.

Jairo also knew that Dean’s life and death had to be confirmed now,

Otherwise, if something happened to Dean, then Herman’s promise of $60 million over
three years would definitely be in vain.

So, he looked at Charlie and said coldly: “Boy, if Dean can come back safely,”

“I will let you die with ease! Otherwise, I will let you die with excruciating pain!”

Charlie smiled lightly: “You just wait….”

After that, he took out his mobile phone and sent a message to Wesley.

Let him go directly to the Tesla at the entrance of the bar,

And after the car is unlocked, he will bring Dean in, from the trunk.

Then, he said to Jemina next to him:

“Miss Jemina, your car should be able to be unlocked remotely, right?”

Jemina nodded lightly, and asked with some doubts, “Charlie, who did you ask for help?
?”

Charlie said casually: “A friend, you don’t have to worry, just unlock the car.”

“Okay…” Jemina took out her mobile phone and remotely unlocked the car.



At the door, Wesley brought the two battle commanders of the Dragon Hall,

And was already standing in front of Tesla waiting.

After the vehicle was unlocked, he opened the trunk and saw a comatose guy lying
inside.

He said to Calum Lu beside him, “Calum, you carry him.”

Calum pulled Dean out with one hand and carried him on his shoulders.

Afterward, the three of them swaggered into the Inspur Club.

The minion in charge of guarding the door immediately stopped them and said loudly:

“There is no business here today, please leave!”

Wesley frowned slightly, looked at him, and asked, “Are you sure?”
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Minion’s murderous eyes were startled, and he said in a panic, “I…I’ll go ask…”

After that, he turned around and ran in, panicking:

“Sect Master! There are three people coming in from outside,”

“Oh No, there are four people, and one person has someone on his shoulder…”

Jairo frowned and immediately guessed that the other person should be carrying his
grandson, Dean, so he murmured:

“Three people? Three people dare to come and play with me?”

“Don’t you know there are more than 100 people here? Let them in!”

The minion hurriedly ran back to the door and said to Wesley, “Please come in.”



Wesley didn’t say a word and walked in with Calum and Walter (White King), the two
battle commanders.

At this time, Jairo had a successful smile on his face.

He felt that Charlie was not only crazy but also stupid to death.

So, he looked at Charlie with a playful face, and said with a smile:

“Boy, when you first entered the arena, you can’t just pretend to be forceful,”

“You have to use your brains! In this case, my grandson is your only trump card.”

“If I were you, I would definitely fight to the end with this trump card.”

“I didn’t expect you to take the initiative to send this ace card back.”

“It’s really impressive. You are such a stupid offspring. I’ve been out for so many years. I
have never met someone like you.”

Charlie had already seen Wesley and the three of them at this time, so he smiled and
said to the three,“Come on, Wesley, let me introduce them to you, this is the famous
Four Dragons den in Hong Kong.”

“Lord Jairo, this old dog is teaching me some experience of moving around in the
underworld,”

“So you can also join me and listen to his precious words together with me.”

Standing in front of Charlie, Coach Lin, who was arrogant, looked back subconsciously
at this moment.

He thought that if Charlie called a few helpers, the only way was to die.

But when he saw the person coming, his whole body instantly felt a thunderclap,

His brain was instantly dizzy, and his eyes even began to see things clearly.

He never dreamed that he would be able to see Wesley, the master of Dragon Hall,



And with him, the two of the four great commanders of Dragon Hall here!

In the beginning, during the battle at Wade Mountain,

The outside world did not know the actual situation of the battle.

Everyone thought that the Dragon Hall had crushed the Wade family,

But they did not know that in fact, two of the four commanders of the Dragon Hall had
died under Charlie.

In the current Dragon Hall, there are only three people at the top of the pyramid,

One is Wesley, and the other two are Calum  and Walter ( white king ). Now they are all
here.

Even when he was in Dragon Hall, Lin had no chance to have such close contact with
Wesley.

His immediate superior was a five-star general, and that five-star general was under
Calum’s command.

Therefore, when suddenly seeing Wesley and the three of them,

Coach Lin only felt that all the blood in his body was taken out of time,

And he only felt that all this was unrealistic, like a dream.

At this moment, Jairo didn’t notice that Lin, who was struck by lightning,

Was scolded by Charlie as an old dog just now, and he was extremely angry in his
heart.

So, he pointed at the three and sneered at Charlie: “Boy, do you really think that calling
in these three bad boys will keep you safe?!”

“I tell you! It’s not just you today! Even these three bad boys don’t even want to leave
here alive!”

Wesley was stunned for a while, and couldn’t help but ask,



“Are all the local gangs in Hong Kong so fierce?”

Jairo sneered: “What? Yes. You dare to come here without knowing anything about
Hong Kong?!”

“Believe it or not, I will let you guys go on a path of no return!”
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Wesley smiled and shook his head, then looked at Charlie and said respectfully:

“Mr. Wade, this old dog can bark like this, it must make you very upset, do you need
your subordinates to shut him up?”

Charlie laughed: “If the dog likes to bark, let him bark, such an old dog will run away.”

“If you can't run fast, it has to bite, if you don’t let him call, he will suffocate.”

Jairo couldn’t bear it anymore, he looked at the sluggish Coach Lin and shouted angrily:

“Coach Lin, what are you doing standing there? Hurry up and kill them for me!!!”

Only then did Calum notice the motionless Coach Lin, he couldn’t help frowning and
asked, “You are…

Adam Lin?” These words seemed to wake him up in an instant from the chaos.

Then, he knelt on the ground with a thud, and said in a very respectful trembling voice:

“Subordinate Adam Lin… Pay respect to the Supreme Commander! the white-robed
tiger king! and the blue-eyed wolf king!”

Coach Lin suddenly knelt on the ground, causing everyone present except Charlie,and
members of Dragon Hall to be stunned as if struck by lightning!

You know, Coach Lin is definitely a unique top presence in Hong Kong.

The city of Hong Kong is not that big, and despite the fact that the place itself is a mixed
bag,In the eyes of many martial arts masters, this is simply not a qualified place to live.



Take the gang members in Hong Kong as an example, they are far from being so
awesome in the movies.

In front of the real gang, they are just a bunch of minions playing in the mud.

The gang members here have committed something. Taking an hour-long boat ride to
the tail is considered a runaway.

If they tell the truth, they will be laughed at by people outside.

This is also why many Chinese gangs go to Japan or farther North America to develop.

The reason is that there is really no room for development here.

It is precisely because of this that Coach Lin could become at the top of the pyramid,Of
the combat effectiveness among the members of the entire Hong Kong gangs.

Even a veteran like Jairo had to be respectful when facing Coach Lin.

But it is such a person who is like a star holding the moon, but suddenly knelt down to
others,

And the whole person trembled like Parkinson’s, which simply subverted everyone’s
views.

These people were speechless, and Jairo was even more frightened.

He was an old man after all. Unlike other people who lost their ability to think,

He immediately caught what Coach Lin emphasized.

“Supreme Commander… What Supreme Commander?! Could it be that this person… is
the Supreme Commander of Dragon Hall?!”

Thinking of this, he was already scared and scattered, his eyes fixed on Coach Lin. , he
hope to get a clear message from him.

At this moment, Wesley looked at Coach Lin, frowned slightly, and asked coldly, “Are
you a member of Dragon Hall?”



Coach Lin lowered his head and said in a very ashamed manner:

“The master of the palace.. subordinate… subordinate… subordinate was once a
member of Dragon Hall… ..left the Dragon Hall two years ago…”

Wesley asked, “Why did you leave?”

“Because…because…”

Speaking of which, Coach Lin Stopped talking.

He didn’t have the face to talk about his past being expelled from the Dragon Hall in
front of Wesley.

Wesley saw that he was submissive and hesitating, and shouted sharply:

“You used to be a member of the Dragon Hall, but you are like a waste with your head
down and submissive. How indecent! Raise your head!”

But Coach Lin is trembling all over.

However, Wesley’s coercion forced him to raise his head and meet Wesley’s torch-like
gaze.

At this moment, his whole body was emotionally broken, and he burst into tears:

“Supreme Commander…it was your subordinate who violated the discipline of Dragon
Hall,”

“So I was expelled from Dragon Hall… subordinate. In the two years since I was
expelled,”

“There is not a day when I am not eager to return to the Dragon Hall,”

“And I also hope that the Supreme Commander will be kind to me,”

“So that this subordinate can continue to serve the Dragon Hall.. "
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Wesley turned around, looked at Calum, and asked, “Calum, why was he expelled?”

Calum replied, “Going back to the Supreme Commander if I remember correctly,”

“He should be pursuing his cultivation Breakthrough, using of banned drugs in violation
of the prohibition,”

“According to the rules of Dragon Hall, those who use banned drugs should be expelled
from Dragon Hall.”

Wesley nodded, then looked at Coach Lin and asked him:

“Do you know why the members of Dragon Hall are not allowed to use banned drugs?!”

Lin said with tears: “This subordinate knows… Although banned drugs can greatly help
improve the strength in a short period of time,”
“Their essence is to overdraw the human body potential in advance.”

“They have great side effects on the user itself, the harm outweighs the benefit, and the
loss outweighs the gain…”

Wesley looked at him, pointed his finger at Jairo, who was frightened aside, and asked
again:

“Although you have been expelled from the Dragon Hall, you were once a member of
my family after all.”

“The members of the Hall are all proud! But why are you willing to fall for this kind of
garbage?!”

Adam cried and repented: “Supreme Commander…subordinates too. After being
confused and lustful for profit,”

“I was persuaded by this old dog and became a member of Four Dragons…”



“The subordinate has lost the face of the Supreme Commander and countless brothers
and sisters of Dragon Hall,”

“And I also ask the Supreme Commander to punish me for the wrongdoing!”

Wesley opened his mouth and said, “You are no longer a member of Dragon Hall.”

“Anything you do has nothing to do with my Dragon Hall,”

“So you can’t talk about losing the face of Dragon Hall.”

After that, he looked at Charlie He clasped his fists and said respectfully:

“Mr. Wade, although this person is no longer a member of the Dragon Hall,”

“But he also served under your subordinates, and now he is willing to degenerate,”

“Helping bad people to be the first to abuse, has no eyes, and offends you.”

“The subordinates can’t escape the responsibility, how to punish, please I let Mr. Wade
decide!”

Wesley’s words made everyone focus on Charlie.

At this moment, these people understood why Charlie never paid attention to Jairo at
all.

It turned out that he was the real big boss.

Even Wesley, a well-known and powerful man in the world, had to call himself his
subordinate in front of him.

What this meant was self-evident.

This means that everyone in Dragon Hall, including Wesley, is actually loyal to Charlie!

The old fox-like Jairo instantly understood who he had offended today.

The one who offended him today turned out to be the real master of Dragon Hall!



He knelt on the ground almost instantly, slapped his face, and cried to Charlie,

“Mr. Wade, I have offended you today with no eyeballs, and please don’t have the same
intentions as me,”

“An old bone that is about to sink into the ground.. ….”

Charlie smiled: “No, you are not an old bone, you are an old dog.”

The fear in Jairo’s heart had crushed all the anger and humiliation in his heart, and he
nodded hastily:

“You are right… under… I am an old dog. The barking old dog…”

“I beg you, for the sake of my age, please forgive me this time…”

Charlie sneered: “You were going to kill me just now, kneeling on the ground and saying
that you’re an old dog,”

“Want me to let you go, if I, Charlie, talk so well, what will I do to convince the public in
the future?”

Jairo trembled all over, and cried, “Under… …just now I was just being quick with my
tongue… It’s not malicious…”

“Oh.” Charlie hummed and said, “It turned out to be being quick with your tongue, you
said just now,”

“What did you want Coach Lin to do? Oh yes, you asked him to tear my mouth open
and then pull my tongue out, am I right?”

Jairo’s frightened whole person trembled like chaff and stuttered:

“Under… under… under that, it is all nonsense… no… no… under that it is all f@rt It’s
bullshlsh!t…”

Charlie waved his hand: “Jairo, you are an old man after all. You use your own
experience to analyze today’s events.”



“Do you think you kneel down? Beg me on the ground for a few words, and then
humiliate yourself,”

“And this matter can be over like this? You have been out for so many years,”

“And there must be many people who kneel on the ground and beg you. What do you
do?”

Jairo looked at Charlie’s grim expression, and immediately understood in his heart,

That he would definitely not be able to survive today’s disaster.

Thinking of this, he asked Charlie tearfully:

“Mr. Wade…you…whatever are you going to do, would you do it leniently?”

Charlie raised his eyebrows and said lightly:

“It’s very simple, I want to use your ways, and also treat you as you treat others!”
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Jairo was frightened by Charlie's words, and almost suffered a heart attack on the spot.

If he followed the cruel words he just released, then Charlie would use his own way to
treat others, and he would definitely have to tear his mouth apart and then rip his tongue
off.

Let’s not say whether my body can stand it or not, even if I can, after experiencing this, I
am afraid that I will lose half of my life.

Thinking of this, he was extremely terrified, clutching his chest, enduring the severe pain
in his heart, and crying to Charlie, “Mr. Wade, I’m getting old and can’t stand the toss…”



Charlie smiled and said casually. : “Oh, it’s alright, if you can’t stand the toss, just die
here. Anyway, I don’t care if you live or die.”

Jairo’s eyes were swollen from crying, he knelt on the ground and kept kowtow to
Charlie, crying in his mouth Said: “Mr. Wade, I really know I’m wrong… I beg you to
raise your hand…”

Charlie couldn’t help frowning, and said coldly, “There’s no end to the car.”

After speaking, he looked at the man kneeling on the ground. Coach Lin said
indifferently,"You were once a member of Dragon Hall, I can let you keep your
cultivation, but how you should behave is up to you.”

When Coach Lin heard this, the man was stunned for a moment, and then he looked at
Jairo subconsciously, and shouted angrily: “Jairo, you old dog has mislead me!”

After that, he immediately rushed up and clamped Jairo’s head with his arms, his hands
slammed violently. As soon as it was torn, the corners of Jairo’s mouth were torn open
by two large mouths.

Jairo screamed in pain, but Coach Lin didn’t intend to let him go, but reached out and
pulled his tongue off.

Jemina ’s face was pale in fright, and she blurted out to Charlie, “Charlie… this will kill
people…”

Charlie took a deep breath and said to Teacher Lin, “Forget it, keep his tongue, wait. Let
him kneel on the ground and learn how to bark.”

“Yes!” Teacher Lin respectfully stepped aside, and then knelt on the ground again.



At this time, Jairo, how could he still have the arrogance and determination to die.

He knelt on the ground, blood dripping from the corners of his mouth like a clown, and
the whole person kept crying uncontrollably.

This kind of cruelty, he has done to many people, but this is the first time it has been
reported to himself.

Although Jemina had countless questions to ask Charlie, at this moment, she couldn’t
help but scold: “Charlie, don’t you think this is too much for an old man?”

Charlie turned around and looked at She said seriously: “Miss Jemina , don’t forget, this
is what he was going to do to me just now, and he wants my life, if I, Charlie, can’t cover
this scene today, then I am now like him maybe its me who is kneeling in front of you
like that. Maybe I will die in front of you. Now I just give him a little color, which is a big
discount for him, so I don’t think I am too much. On the contrary, he has to thank me for
being merciful.”

Jairo also said hurriedly and vaguely: “Miss Jemina … wade… Mr. Wade is right… It
was Mr. Wade who showed mercy and left me a dog’s life. …”

At this moment, Jairo’s psychological defense line has completely collapsed, and now
he only has one thought, that no matter how much he pays and how much dignity he
pays, he must strive to survive.

Jemina  was a little stunned all of a sudden.

She understood the underlying logic in Charlie’s words.



And deep in her heart, she knew very well that there was nothing wrong with Charlie’s
words.

If Jairo was in power at the moment, then Charlie would definitely not be able to survive.

In contrast, Charlie was indeed very human.

At this time, Charlie looked at Jairo and said lightly: “There are many people who want
to kill me , although some people are dead, but some people are still alive, I, Charlie,
will never be like you just now. If you want to kill others, I usually leave a way for others
to live, but now if you want to survive, I can also give you a chance, it depends on
whether you can grasp it yourself.”

Jairo was very excited in his heart. He couldn’t care less about the pain, so he nodded
and said, “Don’t worry, I will take good care of it!”

Charlie said lightly, “First of all, I want you to dissipate all your family wealth and donate
all your assets to Charity, you can’t keep a penny.”
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Although Jairo felt distressed, he knew that if money was gone, he could make more
money, but if his life was gone, he would have nothing, so he immediately nodded and
said, “No problem… I accept… …”

Charlie said again: “Secondly, today, all of your subordinates know my identity. I am a
relatively low-key person, and I don’t like to have my identity leaked out, so it stands to
reason that these people will all be silenced.”

As soon as Charlie said this, all the younger brothers at the scene were frightened, and
many people wanted to run, but at this time a figure at the door threw back all those
who wanted to run out.



Standing at the door was a five-star general from Dragon Hall.

Wesley asked him to guard the door just to make sure that no one was let go.

With him alone, these little gangsters had no chance of escaping at all. Many people
were severely injured by punches as soon as they ran to the door.

At this time, Charlie said coldly: “Everyone who intends to escape, kill them!”

As soon as these words came out, no one at the scene dared to act rashly.

More than a hundred members of Hongmen knelt on the ground crying and begging for
mercy.

Charlie looked around for a week and said loudly: “I said it just now! I can give Jairo a
chance to live, and I can also give you a chance to live, but if you don’t cherish it, don’t
blame me, Charlie, for being rude. It’s over!”

Everyone was so frightened that they didn’t dare to speak.

At this time, Charlie said: “I will arrange for you to board the ship tonight, and everyone
will go to Syria to work for the Dragon Palace. If you behave well, I will let you back in
ten years, but if anyone intends to escape , it is also a matter of killing!”

When everyone heard this, they burst into tears.

Go to Syria as a coolie for ten years? !



How can these gangsters who bully the market on weekdays bear that kind of crime?

Moreover, once they leave Hong Kong Island, they are not even a fart, not to mention
that under the command of Dragon Palace, there are tens of thousands of people in
Dragon Palace, and it is not something they can afford.

At that time, they will be slaves to be oppressed.

Seeing that there was no response from everyone, Charlie said to Wesley: “Wesley,
since they were given a way to live, but they don’t accept it, then kill them all and leave
none!”

Wesley nodded without hesitation and said, ” subordinates. Obey!”

This time, the gangsters were frightened, and they started to kowtow one by one, and
they kept crying for him to accept it.

Charlie saw that they had served, so he asked Wesley: “How many people came to
Dragon Palace this time?”

Wesley hurriedly said, “Mr. Wade, a total of 180 people came to Dragon Palace. Most of
them have been lurking near the homes of the core members of the major gangs on
Hong Kong Island.”

Jairo was even more frightened when he heard this: “It turns out that the Dragon Palace
has already set up an ambush, and all the core members of the major gangs on Hong
Kong Island have been set up. Including him… What is he going to do about Charlie?!
He is already the master of the Dragon Palace, does he still covet this acre of land in
the hands of the Hong Kong Island gang?!”



At this time, Charlie  looked at Jairo and said, “Jairo, you are old, I will be more humane.
I will not let you go to Syria. I will keep you on Hong Kong Island and continue to be the
master of Hongmen.”

Jairo was pleasantly surprised when he heard this. Incomparably kowtowed: “Thank you
Mr. Wade for raising your hand! Thank you Mr. Wade for raising your hand!!”

Charlie sneered: “Don’t worry, I will leave you in Hongmen, and I have a task for you.”

Jairo hurriedly said: ” Mr. Wade, please say it!”

Charlie said: “I want you to raise ten billion US dollars for Dragon Palace in the next ten
years!”

“Ten billion?!” Jairo felt the thunderous thunder, and cried: “Mr. Wade, all the assets
under the subordinate add up to a maximum of 100 million US dollars, and you asked
the subordinate to donate it all, how did I raise it in ten years? Ten billion dollars…”

Charlie pointed to Herman beside him, and said lightly, “Don’t you still have a filial
godson?”
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At this time, Herman, although his legs were weak in fright, he still had a fluke idea in
his heart, that Charlie will kill Jairo today, or get Jairo too. Syria, in that case, I can
completely get rid of the time bomb of Jairo.

God knows how much hair Herman has lost in order to get rid of Jairo over the years.

Although he also has a net worth of tens of billions of Hong Kong dollars, there is
nothing he can do with Jairo’s dog-skin plaster.



In such a small place on Hong Kong Island, there are thousands of Hongmen members.
If he really wants to tear his face with Herman, Herman can’t be prevented.

What’s more, he still has a lot of black history in the hands of Jairo.

If Jairo is cold, he is actually the biggest winner.

As for the beating that my son suffered today, it is almost negligible.

However, he never dreamed that Charlie didn’t plan to let him go at all.

Ten billion dollars in ten years, which not only drained all of his current assets, but also
his future profits in advance.

He said in a panic, “Mr. Wade… I’m here… I didn’t offend you…”

Charlie asked him back, “No offense? Your son is going to kill me first today, and you
asked Jairo to kill me later. You father and son both want my life, you told me that you
didn’t offend me?”

“I…I…” Herman was speechless for a while, he hesitated for a long time, and said in a
panic, “Mr. I really offended you, but you can’t open your mouth. It costs 10 billion US
dollars in ten years, right?! This is nearly 80 billion Hong Kong dollars…”

Charlie said coldly, “Have I spoken to you?”



” This…” Herman was speechless for a while.

With a sad face, he said, “What’s the difference between you and Jairo to me?”

Charlie looked at Jairo and said with a smile: “Did you hear, your godson didn’t even
bother to cry when he saw you lost power, don’t forget, the reason why you fell into my
hands today is entirely because of Him.”

Jairo also hated Herman in his heart, if he hadn’t asked him for help, how could he have
offended Charlie, the real master of Dragon Palace?

Now that he has fallen into this bird-like appearance, it is all thanks to him, but he
actually wants to leave it behind!

Thinking of this, Jairo gritted his teeth and shouted in a cold voice: “Herman, you
ungrateful bastard! Today I am fortunate to have Mr. Wade spared me a dog’s life, you
wait, as long as I Jairo still breathes, I will never make you feel better. !”

Herman was so frightened that he waved his hand and said, “Godfather, calm down,
godfather! I don’t mean any disrespect to you! And you can’t blame me for today’s
events…”

Jairo said coldly: “I don’t want to talk nonsense with you! Mr. Wade has already said that
if I have to raise 10 billion US dollars in 10 years, I will find you the money! 1 billion US
dollars a year, I want you to lose a penny or your life!”

Herman almost collapsed, crying and said, “Godfather, you are killing my life! One billion
dollars a year, you might as well kill me now!”



Jairo looked at Charlie and cupped his hands. : “Mr. Wade, you just need to give the
next sentence, and I will immediately kill this ungrateful bastard!”

Charlie smiled and said, “You have so many younger brothers here, on the other hand,
he is just him and his son. If you think of killing him then what does it have to do with
me?”

Jairo suddenly realized, and immediately said to all the younger brothers present:
“Brothers! Everyone suffered this disaster today, all thanks to this surname Stark! Now
he is still playing a rogue. Let's get rid of the relationship, let’s kill him together to relieve
the hatred in our hearts!”

“Okay!” Everyone was full of grievances and had nowhere to vent when they thought
that they would be sent to Syria soon.

When they heard Jairo’s words, everyone seemed to be instantly activated zombies,
and they rushed towards Herman, wanting to tear him apart.
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Herman was frightened, and blurted out, “Mr. Wade, forgive me, I promise what you
said! I promise everything!”

Charlie frowned and asked him, “What does it have to do with me if you agree or not? I
didn’t say that the money must be paid by you, it was your godfather who gave you this
task, and if you agreed, you would also agree to your godfather.”

Herman was completely convinced, he knew that Charlie was directly taking his own
The godfather Jairo was regarded as a black glove.

The dirty work of looking for money from himself will definitely be done by his godfather
Jairo in the future, and it has nothing to do with him Charlie in name.



Thinking of this, he collapsed in his heart and denounced Charlie as a devil who eats
people and doesn’t spit out bones.

Ten billion dollars in ten years, this is directly draining yourself!

Thinking of this, he grimaced and begged Charlie: “Mr. Wade, please lower the amount
appropriately, ten billion dollars in ten years is indeed too much, I can’t bear it at all, five
billion dollars in ten years, I definitely don’t have any Question!”

Charlie said, “Herman, I have already investigated your situation before I came here.
The assets under your name now add up to at least 60 to 70 billion Hong Kong dollars,
and your business is doing very well now. There are also billions of Hong Kong dollars
in profits, so giving $1 billion to your godfather every year is not a big problem for you at
all, even if you take out this money, you can still live very well.”

Said Here, Charlie paused for a moment and said coldly, “So I advise you not to be a
miser. Money is a good thing, but in front of fate, it’s just an extraneous thing!”

Herman knew when he heard this. Charlie couldn’t easily make himself feel better.

Ten billion in ten years, it seems that there is no escape.

Otherwise, Jairo, who was full of anger, could kill himself a hundred times without
Charlie’s action.

At this time, Charlie said to Jairo again: “Jairo, from now on, you are the fundraising
manager of Dragon Palace, and shoulder the task of raising funds for Dragon Palace,
but your fundraising channel, I suggest you only put it on As long as you do nothing to



your son, if  subordinates don’t obey your command, or if someone wants to kill you, I,
Charlie, will never stand by!”

Jairo knew that Charlie said this To support himself.

Otherwise, once he loses control of Hongmen, or is hired by Herman to fight back, he
might not be able to resist.

With Charlie’s words, at least the members of Hongmen didn’t dare to do anything to
themselves, and Herman didn’t dare to do anything to themselves.

Of course, Charlie also said that this is on the premise that he did not make a mistake.

This also means that he must not rely on Dragon Hall to bully others.

However, that was enough for him.

With today’s profound lesson, even if he makes a high profile in the future, he will not
dare to make a high profile again.

Herman was also in despair at this time. He knew that in this case, it would be
impossible for him to tear his face off with Jairo.

If I put it before, I would have to spend a lot of money, hire someone to fight with Jairo,
and leave Hong Kong Island to develop in other places, and I can still keep most of my
assets.

But now, Jairo wants to raise funds for Dragon Palace, and Dragon Palace is backing it.
If he fights with him, I am afraid that Dragon Palace will never stand by.



To put it bluntly, Charlie has now set up a chain set, which is linked to each other, and
has completely determined himself.

So, he could only reluctantly agree and said, “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade… I will do my best
to raise funds next time…”

Charlie said coldly: “Why are you telling me about this? You asked me Are you there?
Did I ask you for money?”

“Yes yes yes…” Herman slapped himself, and quickly repented: “I said something
wrong, please forgive Mr. Wade…”

After speaking, he looked at Jairo and said respectfully: ” Godfather… please rest
assured… I will do my best to raise funds… I will never let you embarrass…”

Chapter 4499
Ten billion dollars in ten years, for Herman, basically means that all the family business
has to be wiped out.

However, fortunately, Charlie gave him a full 10 years to pay the payment in
installments.

This also means that as long as he works hard and tries his best to make his business
more profitable,

He might be able to keep half of his family property ten years later.

Therefore, he was forced to accept this reality in his heart.

In addition to admitting that he was unlucky,

His greatest wish was to pull his comatose son over and beat him.



At this time, Charlie opened his mouth and said to Herman,

“After leaving this place, if you dare to tell anyone what happened today, including your
son,”

“I will ask Dragon Hall to send someone to arrest you,”

“And your whole family and take them to Syria. Do you understand?”

Herman was so frightened that he shuddered, nodded hastily, and said,

“Mr. Wade, even if I have ten thousand hearts, even if you give me ten thousand
courage,”

“I will not dare to take today’s affairs to anyone. Let’s not talk about it.”

“Okay.” Charlie nodded, then turned to Jairo and said, “Remember, it is the same for
you.”

Jairo said respectfully, “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, I will be tight-lipped next time.”

Charlie looked at him lightly and said, “You have such a big mouth.”

“I really don’t know how you keep your mouth shut, but I don’t want to say anything
extra.”

“If you leak out what happened today, your fate will be the same as Herman’s.”

Nodding his head fearfully, Jairo said, “Mr. Wade, even if I die, I won’t reveal what
happened today.”

Charlie nodded slightly with satisfaction, and said,

“After I leave, you will find a trustworthy hospital and sew the corner of your mouth,”

“Everyone else will be sent to Syria, so no one knows what happened to you here
today,”

“But from now on, your face should be well-groomed,”



“I suggest you get a mask in the future and always put it on,”

“If you don’t show your mouth, you will still be the master of the grand sect.”

“Yes, yes… Thank you, Mr. Wade, for your generosity!”

Jairo finally let out a sigh of relief while kowtowing to thank him.

What he is most afraid of is that after today’s incident spreads,

He, the master of the grand sect, will completely lose his majesty.

In fact, few of the people who came out were very loyal, but they were all very snobbish.

If he is in power today, they are all like dogs, wagging their tails and circling around him
diligently;

But once he loses power one day, not only will they immediately draw a clear line with
him,

Some even will, in turn, clench their teeth and bite him.

If everyone in the Hong Kong underworld tomorrow knew that Jairo was torn to pieces
today,

Then 99% of the thousands of minions under his Four Dragons’ command would be
able to escape overnight.

But as long as he can keep this secret, he will still be the master of Four Dragons with
the sunrise of tomorrow.

The only difference is that there are more than 100 minions present today, and they will
disappear completely.

However, it was nothing to him at all.

Don’t look at him as just a gang boss, but he is very clear in his heart,

That if succeeds the loss of hundreds of minions is nothing to him at all.



Charlie looked at Jairo and said lightly: “Your personal assets will be donated before
tomorrow night.”

“You are not allowed to keep any house, car, or even a penny. Do you understand?”

Jairo said with a sad face: ” Sir, can I keep a house? You can’t let this 60 year old living
in no fixed place…”

Charlie said coldly: “As far as I know, your famous name not only has nightclubs but
also hotels.”

“I just asked you to donate the assets under your personal name,”

“And I didn’t tell you to donate all the assets of the Four Dragons, how could you live
without a fixed place?”

Jairo was helpless and could only be honest and said: “I understand, I will do it next
time!”

Charlie said again: “Also, your first billion dollars must be paid within three days.”

“If Dragon Hall does not receive the money within three days, then I will ask you. Do you
understand?”

Chapter 4500
Jairo nodded his head like garlic and said, “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, I have heard it now,”

“The money must be paid to the account of Dragon Hall within three days.”

“If it is delayed, I will deal with my relatives righteously and personally cut down my
godson.”

Herman’s face turned green, and he said with a sad face:

“Don’t worry, godfather, I don’t need three days, I will send the money to you within two
days!”

Charlie smiled slightly, and said to Wesley:



“Wesley, pay attention to checking this fund at this time of year in the future. If the fund
does not arrive in time,”

“You must send someone to find the person responsible for accountability as soon as
possible.”

Wesley, a master who has just stepped into the dark realm, is reasonably strong in heart
and spirit,

But he is still stunned by Charlie’s show, and he has not recovered for a long time.

It took Charlie less than a meal time to solve the ten billion dollar funding for Dragon
Hall for ten years.

Even Wesley himself was stunned by this efficiency, this technique, and this
micro-manipulation.

This also made him admire Charlie even more in his heart.

Completely different from the way he kept smiling all day long,

Charlie could always give his opponent a fatal blow while smiling. This condition was
completely beyond his reach.

So, he said respectfully, “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, your subordinates will definitely recover
the funds on time!”

Charlie nodded and said casually, “I suggest you think about other channels,”

“From this billion dollars a year. In order to maintain the absolute interests of the Dragon
Hall in the local area,”

“We must ensure that Hamid’s strength increases steadily,”

“Not to mention this guy is also my old acquaintance. If he has a reason, you should pull
him.”

Wesley said without hesitation, “Please rest assured, Mr. Wade,”



“This subordinate will definitely hand over the money to Hamid through the safest
channel as soon as possible.”

“Okay.” Charlie smiled and said, “Inform your subordinates, first dispatch a group of
people to send these Four Dragons friends on board.”

“The construction in Syria is in full swing, and it is necessary for them to pass the prime
of life while contributing their strength.”

“Okay!” Wesley immediately instructed Walter (white king ) : “Walter, prepare
immediately and let me know when you are ready.”

Walter nodded immediately: “Subordinate obeys!”

These gangsters who are not afraid of the sky and the earth on weekdays,

With tattoos of dragons and phoenixes on their bodies,

The people who can hold machetes cut all the way from Causeway Bay to the New
Territories,

When they think that they are about to embark on a long ten-year journey to Syria,

They could not help but cry one by one looking like three-year-old children.

Charlie was really upset by the cries of these girls, so he said to Wesley,

“Wesley, remember who is crying here now, and give each of them an additional two
years!”

As soon as the words fell, everyone stopped crying immediately,

And some of them could not control their faces and forcibly covered their faces or bit
their arms.

In their eyes, Charlie has become the devil among the devils,

And they would rather die than dare to provoke him again.

Charlie sighed at this time, shook his head, and said,



“I thought that the famous young and Dangerous Boys in Hong Kong were strong,”

“But I didn’t expect that they couldn’t survive even one round.”

“I am really disappointed. It’s boring, I’ll withdraw first.”

After that, he looked towards Gerard, who was still full of astonishment,

Charlie said with a smile, “Mr. Lloyd, according to our previous plan,”

“I’ll stay at your house for the night, is it convenient?”

Charlie’s words brought Gerard back to his senses instantly.

He was overjoyed, so excited that his body trembled slightly, and he blurted out
energetically:

“Mr. Wade, look at what you said, you live in my house, wasn’t that agreed long ago?”

“You might think, it’s not worth living forever. That’s the problem!”

Chapter 4501
Charlie smiled slightly: “Mr. Lloyd is really too polite.”

After speaking, he turned around, looked at Jemina with a shocked and stunned
expression, and said,

“Miss Jemina, I’m still with you. Can we take the car?”

Jemina couldn’t digest what had just happened, so she seemed a little sluggish.

Seeing that Jemina did not speak, Gerard hurriedly said,

“Jemina! Mr. Wade is talking to you, why don’t you answer?”

Jemina came back to her senses, stroked the hair between her temples in a panic, and
replied to Charlie: “Yes…”



Charlie nodded, and turned to Wesley: “Wesley, I’ll go first, I’ll leave it to you here.”

Wesley cupped his hands and said, “Okay, Mr. Wade I ‘ll deal with the aftermath.”

Charlie turned to look at Jairo, and said lightly, “Sect Master Hong, I’m leaving, do you
want to make a statement?”

Jairo, who was kneeling on the ground, hurriedly leaned over,

Without raising his head, he respectfully said, “I will respectfully send Mr. Wade off!”

Charlie waved his hand: “What you did is wrong, I told you just now what to do.”

Jairo trembled and quickly barked a few times: “Wow… Wow Wow…”

Charlie nodded: “Mr. Hong really is really up to date.”

“It seems that it is no accident that you can get into today’s position.”

Seeing that Charlie was about to leave, Adam, who had been kneeling on the ground,

Drummed With courage, blurted out: “Mr. Wade… I dare to ask you to allow me to return
to the Dragon Hall…”

“I must be loyal to the Dragon Hall!”

“I will never violate any regulations of the Dragon Hall!”

Charlie glanced at him and said lightly: “You were willing to fall and help bad people to
abuse others,”

“You see that I didn’t teach you a lesson for the sake of your association with Dragon
Hall,”

“And it is already a favor to you outside the law, how can I allow you to return to Dragon
Hall?”

Adam lowered his head in shame, not knowing what to say for a while.

Charlie remembered something, and said,



“Well, it just so happens that you and this group of Four Dragons children are going to
Syria,”

“To provide assistance and help in construction, and you are their coach,”

“This time you will continue to be their discipline, and you will take good care of this
group,”

“If your performance is good enough, I can consider letting you return to the Dragon Hall
sequence.”

Coach Lin gratefully said, “Thank you, Mr. Wade! Thank you, Mr. Wade!”

Charlie didn’t look at him again, but remembered something, and said to Wesley:

“Wesley, call Miss Joules and tell her that she can let him go.”

Wesley nodded immediately and respectfully said: “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, I will inform
Miss Joules.”

Wesley knew what Charlie meant, what he meant was that by informing Michaela that
Hogan could be sent back from the United States.

Before, the matter of Hogan’s repatriation had been under pressure,

And could not enter the formal process, as Michaela was behind it.

Moreover, at a level that Gerard could touch, so he did not realize that,

There was the control of the newly promoted Joules family head behind this matter.

If the United States sends Hogan back to Hong Kong tonight, he will be there almost
tomorrow afternoon.

As for Charlie’s words to Wesley, neither Gerard nor Jemina could hear the metaphor.

After instructing Wesley, Charlie said to Jemina, “Miss Jemina, please.”

Jemina nodded nervously, and then followed Charlie out.



Gerard followed behind the two, his face was full of excited smiles.

Although he still doesn’t know what Charlie’s identity is,He is already happy when he
sees Charlie and his daughter walking so close.

Before that, he just wanted his daughter to be the carrot that attracts the donkey.

But now, in his eyes, Charlie is no longer a donkey, but a super boss,

Someone who is like a god descended to the earth, and his body is full of the breath of
a strong man.

Now, he can’t wait for Charlie to grab Jemina and take a bite of the carrot.

As long as he swallows the carrot, he will really have a backer in the future!

Chapter 4502
In fact, Gerard is very rich in Hong Kong, but he is not a top performer.

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but sigh in his heart:

“In this place in Hong Kong, if you want to be at the top, you must not only have money
but also authority!”

“If you only have money and don’t have enough authority, you will often bring disaster.”

It’s as if the Lee family was the absolute richest in Hong Kong back then,”

“So powerful, but there are still people who dare to kidnap their eldest son!”

“It’s the same with me!”

“Although I’m about to become the richest man in Hong Kong now,”

“But in the face of people like Jairo, I still have no absolute influence.”

“If Jairo wants to fight with me, I’ll still be frightened,”



“And I can only find someone to make peace, or spend money to settle things.”

“It’s like when I first came here today, I could only grit my teeth and promise,”

“To give him five million dollars and take my daughter away…”

“But… it was obviously his grandson who provoked my daughter,”

“But I had to pay five million dollars in compensation.”

“This is the biggest drawback of only having money but no power!”

“If I could have a backer like Charlie, it would be completely different!”

“What is this Charlie? He has the entire Dragon Hall. The real master!”

“If I have a relationship with him, it’s best to make him Jemina’s boyfriend,”

“Then will I be walking sideways in Hong Kong?!”

“I’m afraid it’s not just Hong Kong…I can walk proudly all over the world!”

At this point, Gerard was so excited that he couldn’t add more.

Outside the door of the Inspur club, in addition to Jemina’s Tesla,

There are several Rolls Royces, two of which are the cars of Gerard and his entourage.

His entourage was still waiting by the side of the car at this time.

Seeing him coming out, he immediately said respectfully: “Master, Miss!”

“You bastards!” Gerard suddenly turned his face and scolded several people:

“Why don’t you say hello to Mr. Wade?!” They said to Charlie, “Hello, Mr. Wade…”

Charlie thought it was funny, but he still nodded politely as a response.

At this time, Gerard said to Charlie with a flattering face:



“Mr. Wade, since you want to take Jemina’s car, then I will not follow you to cause
trouble.”

Jemina saw her father’s flattering appearance, although she had opinions in her heart,
she did not show them off.

So, she handed the car key to Charlie and said, “Mr. Wade,”

“Come and drive, I’m a little tired and may not be able to drive.”

Jemina didn’t put on airs deliberately, but what happened just now,

It all made her too nervous, her heart rate is still very fast,

And her whole body is a little weak, she really dares not drive.

Charlie also understood her situation very well and took the car keys.

Unexpectedly, Gerard said with a reproachful look:

“Jemina! How can you order Mr. Wade! Don’t forget that Mr. Wade is a guest of our
family!”

Charlie immediately said: “Mr. Lloyd, this is not a big deal, it is fine.”

When Gerard saw that Charlie seemed to be defending Jemina, he immediately smiled
and said happily:

“Yes, yes, yes! Mr. Wade, what you say is right, it’s my fault.”

After finishing speaking, he hurriedly said to his daughter,

“Jemina, it was your father who was wrong just now, you must not have the same
knowledge as your father.”

“If you are tired, take a good rest in the co-pilot, Mr. Wade will definitely take care of
you.”



Jemina didn’t like her father’s face very much, so she walked to the car without looking
back,

Opened the car door and got into the co-pilot.

Charlie looked at Gerard and said, “Mr. Lloyd, let’s go.”

“Okay!” Gerard said with a smile: “Mr. Wade, please you first!”

Charlie sat in the Tesla and started the car to drive it.

At this time, Jemina, who was beside him, looked at him and asked seriously, “Charlie,
who are you?”

Chapter 4503

“Who am I?”

Charlie smiled and said indifferently while driving:

“I said, my name is Charlie Wade, twenty-eight years old, from the mainland.”

Jemina asked: “Aren’t you an assistant of BAIT Shipping?”

“If you are only an assistant of BAIT Shipping, why is the entire Dragon Hall yours?”

Charlie looked ahead, and while steering the vehicle to turn left, he said casually:

“The Dragon Hall, it was not created by me, nor was it purchased by me,”

“But I was kind to Wesley Drake, the master of the Dragon Hall,”

“So he voluntarily made the entire Dragon Hall’s allegiance to me.”

After speaking, he paused, then resumed after a while:

“As for the assistant of BAIT Shipping, I’m just making a friendly cameo.”

“Your family also works in shipping. You should have heard from your father,”



“That BAIT Shipping has the close cooperation of Dragon Hall in the aspect of an armed
escort,”

“So Shipping safety is the number one priority in the world, and this is what I am doing.”

Jemina asked inexplicably: “Wesley is the master of the Dragon Hall,”

“If they want people’s money, how can he owe you kindness?” Charlie smiled and said,

“It may be inconvenient to elaborate on this matter, but this is indeed the case.”

Jemina asked again, “Then what are you doing here in Hong Kong?”

“I don’t believe you have such a big background and you will come here specifically to
discuss cooperation with my father.”

Charlie said with a smile, “Didn’t I tell you? I’m here to preside over a matter of justice.”

Jemina asked, “What matter of justice? Why would you need to come and preside in
person?”

Charlie thought about it and said, “The other party was a friend of my father’s before his
death,”

“And he encountered some unfair things, so I came to Hong Kong to help him find
justice.”

Speaking, he didn’t wait for Jemina to ask, and continued: “If you want to ask me what
kind of justice I preside,”

“Then I may not be able to tell you for the time being,”

“What I can tell you is that this matter will soon be in the light,”

“When this matter is over, I will leave Hong Kong, and it should not have much impact
on your life.”

When Charlie said these words, he had already made a plan in his heart.



Although Gerard is indeed not a good person and has broken his promise to his father,
he does have a good daughter.

Therefore, looking at Jemina’s face, he did not intend to punish Gerard too severely.

However, all of this must be based on the successful resolution of all of Uncle Chen’s
crises.

Let him live in Hong Kong with integrity, let him and his family not be threatened by
anyone,

And let all the so-called bosses in Hong Kong, including Gerard, respect him.

To achieve this, and then give Gerard appropriate punishment,

In Charlie’s view, it is a satisfactory solution.

In fact, after shocking Jairo and Herman just now in the Inspur club,

Charlie wanted to turn around and ask Gerard if he still remembered the promise he
made to his father back then.

But when the words came to his lips, Charlie held back.

And the reason why he didn’t disclose his identity directly to Gerard today is that,

He didn’t want Jemina to know that he came this time to teach her father a lesson.

Even if Gerard is a ba5tard, he is still Jemina’s father,

And although she has always been full of grudges against Gerard on the surface,

Charlie can see that she still has a deep father-daughter relationship with Gerard in her
heart.

Gerard can buy an entire street for her and lose money to let her, who lost her mother,
restore her childhood memories,

And dare to go to a nightclub for her to negotiate with Jairo,



Chapter 4504

This shows that Gerard attaches great importance to this daughter.

Therefore, Charlie’s view of Gerard has changed somewhat,

And he also intends to avoid Jemina as much as possible when dealing with Gerard.

At this time, Jemina looked at Charlie and asked,

“Why did you want to contact my father when you came to preside over justice?”

“Your so-called cooperation should be false, right?”

Charlie shrugged his shoulders: “It’s not necessarily fake to talk about cooperation.”

“The rapid expansion of BAIT Shipping’s strength does have a great demand for
increasing its capacity.”

“Although the shipping company under your father has a certain capacity,”

“It cannot be converting 100% of the transportation capacity into income,”

“So the cooperation between the two parties on this basis can be regarded as not
complementary advantageous, but it is actually a win-win situation.”

Jemina hesitated for a moment, and asked, “Then the justice you are to preside over, is
it related to my dad?”

Charlie didn’t want to deceive her anymore, so he simply shook his head: “This, I have
no comment for now.”

Jemina seemed to have noticed something, she looked at him and pleaded,

“Charlie, it hasn’t been long since I met you, I must be soft-spoken in front of you,”

“But I still want to ask you, if this justice has something to do with my dad, please try not
to embarrass him too much…”



Charlie looked at her full of pleading eyes, his heart for no reason felt a burst of distress.

So, he smiled slightly and asked, “Actually, your relationship with him is quite deep, isn’t
it?”

“Yes…” Jemina nodded and said seriously: “Although he did something bad for my
mother,”

“He was right. My sister and I have always been very dedicated.”

“He is… just too good-faced… In front of his daughter, he’s unwilling to admit that he
has done something wrong,”

“So he will only try his best to make up for it with actions or materials. I’ve seen it in his
eyes until I grew up…”

After speaking, she murmured with reddish eyes: “It’s just that my character is
somewhat similar to him,”

“And I don’t want to admit in front of him that I have forgiven him, so I still won’t give him
any good looks…”

Charlie nodded slightly when he heard this, and said seriously, “Don’t worry, I promise
you.”

“Thank you, Charlie…” Jemina breathed a sigh of relief.

Her subconscious has already realized that the justice that Charlie is going to preside is
80% related to her father.

And the strength that Charlie showed in the nightclub just now was too amazing,

So she knew very well that once he couldn’t get through with her father, there would be
no possibility for her to resist.

Therefore, she can only ask Charlie to promise herself first,

Not to embarrass him too much, as long as Charlie gave this promise, this matter is
really related to her father,



Then she believes that Charlie will also raise his hand to her father.

At this time, she recalled what Charlie had just said, and suddenly felt a little
disappointed.

She asked, “Are you going to leave Hong Kong after you have done what you are going
to do?”

“Yes.” Charlie nodded. Nodding his head, he said, “I’ll leave after I’ve dealt with this
matter.”

She hurriedly asked, “How long will it take to deal with it?”

“Soon.” Charlie said casually: “The sooner is a day or two. If it goes the slower way. Two
or three days.”

“So soon…”

The loss in Jemina’s heart was instantly magnified infinitely.

She didn’t know why, but she only saw Charlie for the first time today,

And when she heard that he was leaving soon, she felt a strong reluctance in her heart.

However, she also knew that she and Charlie had only just met, and even if she was
really reluctant to part,

She shouldn’t show this reluctance, so she pretended to be relaxed and said with a
smile:

“The time is so rushed. Just tell me where you want to go, and I’ll help you arrange the
itinerary.”

Chapter 4505
Charlie smiled: “I’m not here to travel, so I don’t have any place to go.”

Speaking of this, he suddenly thought of something, he said,



“Oh, by the way, Miss Jemina, before I leave, please invite me to your snack street for a
meal!”

When Jemina heard Charlie’s words, the feeling of reluctance in her heart was even
stronger.

She pretended to be relaxed and said with a smile: “Okay, then I’ll take you there
tomorrow night.”

After speaking, she suddenly found that she and Charlie seemed to have no topic of
conversation.

She didn’t dare to ask about the previous topic, but now, she doesn’t know what to talk
about.

In fact, she wanted to ask him a lot more, such as where he was from on the Mainland?

Did he get married at the age of 28, or does he have a girlfriend who he is dating?

Or, ask him if he would like to spend more days in Hong Kong,

Because she still has a lot of places that she has never shared with others,

And she wants to take Charlie for a walk, take a look, and taste every snack.

However, none of these questions was something she dared to ask.

First of all, she didn’t dare to ask, and secondly, she didn’t dare to hear Charlie’s
answer.

So, the car suddenly fell silent.

It was a rainy day in Hong Kong, and when the car was halfway through, raindrops
began to fall from the sky.

Jemina, who was still peeking at Charlie from the corner of her eye,

Looked at the raindrops on the car window and was a little lost.



Charlie looked at the car and glanced at her from the corner of his eye from time to
time.

Seeing her absent-mindedness, he subconsciously asked, “What are you thinking
about?”

“Ah?” Jemina suddenly came back to her senses and straightened her soft hair.

Smiled at him, and whispered: “Nothing, I’m watching the rain.”

Charlie was very curious: “What’s so good about rain, do you like rainy days?”

She shook her head: “I don’t like it, I hate it when it’s raining.”

Charlie smiled and said, “It’s raining in Hong Kong, it doesn’t seem to be very friendly to
you who hates rain.”

“Yeah.” she pursed her lips and smiled bitterly:

“A lot of bad things if happen on a rainy day, it will make people more frustrating,”

“And then it will make people hate the rain.”

Charlie seemed to have guessed something, nodded lightly, and immediately changed
the subject:

“By the way, Miss Jemina, your doctorate is about to be completed, what are your plans
after graduation?”

Jemina was suddenly jumped by Charlie’s topic. After blinking for a while,

She realized that he had changed the subject and definitely didn’t want to remind her of
sad things,

So she said with a smile, “I will graduate this summer and after graduation,”

“I plan to follow the original plan. Make a plan to go to Africa, further expand the charity
that I have been doing,”

“And then come back to find a job related to my major,”



“And continue to do some charity work within my ability while working.”

Charlie asked curiously: “Why are you still looking for a job?”

“Wouldn’t it be better to go to your father’s company? You are the eldest daughter in the
family,”

“And you will most likely inherit his business in the future.”

Jemina shook her head and smiled: “I’m not very interested in his style, and I have been
studying Chinese until my master’s,”

“And for a doctoral degree too, and I don’t know anything about finance and economics,
so I can’t do this kind of work at all.”

After speaking, she joked with some self-deprecation: “Besides, you See how suitable I
am for doing business,”

“The snack street has a deficit of HKD 200,000 every month that needs to be filled by
my dad.”

“If he really inherits the business to me, I’m afraid it won’t last long.”

“In a short time, I will destroy the whole family property.”

Chapter 4506

Charlie asked curiously, “How long have you bought it, the Snack Street?”

Jemina thought for a while, and said, “I have it in more than ten years,”

“I bought it in the year my father got married. It came down.”

Charlie asked her: “Do you know how much it cost when you bought it?”

“Forgot…” Jemina said embarrassedly, “Actually, I was not sensitive to this aspect,”

“And I was not old at that time. It’s big, I just think I just wanted to keep that street,”



“So I asked my dad to buy it, how much it cost, I really don’t know.”

Charlie asked again, “Then how do you know that there is a deficit of 200,000 a
month?”

“The manager told me.” Jemina said: “Before I was an adult, my dad let people run this
snack street.”

“After I became an adult, he gave it to me to manage it, but I didn’t know how to
manage it.”

“I thought Yes, it is nothing more than to ensure that everyone operates as usual and
not to increase their rents.”

“In addition, the general environment of the snack street is quite messy,”

“Especially the garbage and mice and cockroaches,”

“So I asked the manager to arrange a special cleaning staff to help them every day.”

“Everyone cleans up, cleans up garbage, catches mice and cockroaches…”

After speaking, Jemina added: “Oh yes, before, I didn’t need to lose so much every
month,”

“But now most of the losses are because the labor price has been increasing.”

“Cleaners cost more than 10,000 HKD a month, so the deficit is increasing,”

“From tens of thousands at the beginning to 200,000 now.” As soon as the voice fell,

Jemina said with a somewhat ashamed expression: “Doing business like this, is it a
failure to be like me?”

Charlie smiled and said: “I don’t think so, your snack street is so prosperous,”

“And the appearance is so well maintained, I believe the price of land should have risen
over the years.”



“Little, maybe it has been turned over many times.”

“As for the loss you mentioned, it is very likely that it is not even a fraction of the profit.”

“Really…” Jemina suddenly came back to her senses, and suddenly said with some
annoyance:

“You… that’s right… I haven’t thought about it for so many years…”

“All I’ve been thinking about for so many years is that my dad’s business is getting
bigger and bigger,”

“And he doesn’t care that the snack street loses so much every month,”

“But I haven’t thought about it. The topic of the appreciation of land prices in the whole
snack street…”

After speaking, she couldn’t help but shake her head with a smile:

“I’m really insensitive to doing business, I belong to the hexagram of lack of talent…”

Charlie asked, “What about your sister? Is she talented in this area?”

“Yes.” Jemina nodded and said with a smile, “My sister is very good.”

“She studied finance in the UK. Her biggest dream is to take father’s class, so in this
regard Very hard work.”

Charlie smiled and said seriously: “If you don’t like doing business, you can really
choose the career you like.”

After speaking, he asked her, “What is the job you want to do most?”

Jemina said seriously: “The Chinese department is actually relatively narrow in terms of
employment.”

“In Hong Kong, the most common employment directions are similar to those in the
mainland,”



“Which are civil servants? In addition, the media and schools are also two more
common employment directions.”

“If after you get a doctorate, being a teacher in a first-class university is actually a good
development direction,”

“And I am inclined to this direction myself, to be honest.”

Charlie asked in surprise, “Do you want to be a teacher?”

“Yes.” Jemina nodded. , said very solemnly: “Teaching and educating people is a very
sacred thing in my mind.”

“If I can become a university teacher in the future, I will be satisfied.”

Charlie asked her with a smile: “I heard that you want to stay at HKU to teach in the
future?”

Jemina was silent for a moment, shook her head gently, and said,

“After all, Hong Kong is too small, always staying here will feel a little bit like sitting and
watching the sky.”

Saying that she looked at Charlie, and said in a ghostly manner:

“Actually… I want to go to the mainland to explore, I wonder if Mr. Wade welcomes
me?”
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“Going to the mainland?”

Charlie looked at Jemina in surprise and asked,“Aren’t you reluctant to leave Hong
Kong?”

Jemina said a little unnaturally: “That was before… …Because I was still in school,”

“I didn’t want to leave Hong Kong, but if I consider employment, there will be more room
for development.”



Charlie nodded lightly, and said seriously: “If you’re indeed interested in coming to the
mainland,”

“You can do that after completion of your studies, move around first, then choose a city
you like and try to develop there.”

“After all, you have a higher level of education and a good family. It will be very easy.”

Jemina hummed, wanting to ask which city he lives in,But she couldn’t get the words
out of her mouth.

At this time, the rain was getting even stronger.

Jemina’s phone rang suddenly and it received a push.

She looked down at her phone and murmured,

“The meteorological department said that there will be heavy rain tonight.”

“Heavy rain…” Charlie smiled slightly: “It seems that the more than 100 children of Four
Dragons, All have to brave the rain tonight at the stern of the ship.”

At the same time, the Inspur club.

More than a hundred disciples of Four Dragons, escorted by the soldiers of the Dragon
Hall, left the bar one after another and went to the port.

The construction of the new base of the Dragon Hall requires a large number of
low-level labor,

So the young and dangerous people who have been prosperous in the underworld
these years have become the best choice for now.

Moreover, for the Dragon Hall, with three hundred to five hundred such laborers,

Are not enough to plug their teeth, so the more the better.

Jairo saw that his subordinates were all escorted out,



And the whole person did not feel much sadness, but a strong sense of happiness
flooded.

He sighed in his heart: “I never dreamed that the surname Wade had such a big
background…”

“Fortunately, I survived, not only did I not have to go to Syria to work as a coolie,”

“But I could continue to stay as Four Dragons’ boss…”

“I must do it in the future. Stay low-key, low-key, low-key, don’t make similar mistakes,”

“Let alone let that surnamed Wade have an opinion on me…”

Thinking of this, he immediately looked at Herman and said coldly:

“Herman, I will limit you to tomorrow. Put one billion dollars in my account before it gets
hacked,”

“Otherwise, I will never forgive you!”

Herman said with a sad face: “Godfather… Are you still worried about me?”

“Since I promised, I will definitely honor it. …”

Jairo said coldly, “I don’t dare to be your godfather, Herman!”

“Starting from now, the relationship of godfather between you and me will end here,
don’t mention it again!”

Herman said hurriedly, “Godfather, I didn’t offend you, godfather,”

“And I don’t want it to be like this, please don’t be angry with me, after all, I’m the worst
one here.”

Jairo said with a dark face: “Danm, you’re not afraid I will beat you!”

After that, Jairo added: “From tomorrow onwards, you and I should not have any contact
other than to raise funds for the Dragon Hall,”



“And I will not ask you to do anything more. Divide the money and that’s it,”

“Now I fcuking understand, what is money and what is not,

“This is not the most important thing to live well,”

“So you better not let me see you again in the future.”
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Herman hurriedly said: “Godfather, what you and I faced today is also a common
misfortune,”

“Why do you have to turn against me…”

Jairo blurted out: “I am different from you! I am now the fundraising manager of Dragon
Hall!”

“As long as I don’t cause trouble, Mr. Wade and Dragon Hall will be covering me!”

“You are a fcuking broom star, the farther away you are from me, the better!”

Herman was stunned and wanted to say something, but he swallowed it.

Previously, his attitude towards Jairo was very much like a scumbag who he would kick
away after playing with it.

It’s just that he has never found a reason or excuse to break up peacefully,

And has even been deliberately trying to get the man to speak first.

But he didn’t expect that when he really opened his mouth to say goodbye,

He would feel so uncomfortable in his heart.

If he does not have this relationship with Jairo, he will have no backer in Hong Kong in
the future,

And the two can be regarded as sharing weal and woe.

The loss of ten billion US dollars in ten years has already been swallowed by Herman,



So Looking at Jairo now, on the contrary, he doesn’t think his previous behavior of
asking him for money was too much.

Instead, he felt that the money he asked for, compared with Charlie,

Could be regarded as a cosmos-level great benevolent gesture.

Therefore, he actually hopes to warm up with Jairo’s group at this time of distress.

Unexpectedly, Jairo could not give him any room.

Herman was helpless, he could only sigh deeply, and he felt extremely sad in his heart.

At this time, Jairo, who was beside him, seemed to be very disgusted with him, and
blurted out,

“You have nothing to do here, why don’t you get out? Do you have to stand here with
me for no reason?”

Herman sighed and looked at Calum, asking respectfully: “Excuse me, can I go…”

Calum threw Dean who he was carrying on his shoulders in front of him, and said coldly,
“Take your son away.”

Herman gave Dean a disgusted look, the whole body was out of breath.

This prodigal lost his 10 billion dollar fortune in one afternoon, and he can not kill him on
the spot.

Herman had the heart to cut off the father-son relationship with this kid immediately,

Just like Jairo didn’t want to see him, he didn’t want to see this prodigal son again.

So, he said angrily, “I don’t want this kid,”

“Just throw him to the side of the road to fend for himself!”

Calum asked back, “Are you telling me to do something?”



Herman waved his hand hurriedly: “I dare not… I dare not…”

Calum said coldly: “If you still want this kid, take him away.”

“If you don’t want him, I will send him to Syria.”

“If you don’t speak, you will choose the latter by default.”

“I’ll give you three seconds to think about it, one, two, three!”

Before Herman could react, Calum said, “Since you don’t want him, then our Dragon
Hall reluctantly accepts it.”

Herman was frightened. He immediately knelt down and begged:

“I want him! Besides, he is my son, and I will take him away!”

Calum scolded: “If you want to take him away, take it away!”

“If you don’t get out within a minute. I'll send him to the boat!”

“I am going, I am going…” Herman nearly burst into tears, hastily carried Dean on his
shoulders, and stumbled out of the Club.

At this time, it was pouring rain at the entrance of the Club.

And because Herman followed Jairo’s car directly from Jairo’s home, he did not let the
driver and entourage follow him.

Originally, what he thought was that Jairo, who always liked to get money from him,

Would definitely help him find his son, and he would definitely arrange other things
properly at that time.

He didn’t expect it to end like this in the end.
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The helpless Herman could only stand on the side of the road and stopped a taxi,

And took Dean, who was unconscious, to the hospital in embarrassment.



When he arrived at the hospital after the emergency doctor’s diagnosis,

It was confirmed that Dean was not having any life-threatening injuries.

This made Herman slightly relieved.

At this time, the doctor told him, “Mr. Stark, Young Master Stark is awake.”

Herman hurriedly entered the ward, only to see Dean, who was lying on the bed with a
bruised nose and a bruised face,

And cried and shouted, “Dad…, Dad…you must ask my godfather to help me breathe
out, Dad!”

The doctor hurriedly said, “Master Stark, you have just woken up now, you must not be
so excited!”

As soon as he finished speaking, he saw a black shadow flashing around him.

Immediately afterward, Herman jumped onto the bed like crazy,

Kicked Dean with his feet, and scolded hysterically,

“You bastard, you have hurt me, and you have the guts to ask me to avenge you.”

“Sigh! Look, I won’t kill you today!”

Dean just woke up, full of pain and grievances all over his body.

Seeing that his father, he never dreamed that his own father would treat him as an
enemy,

Who rushed up and kicked him violently!

He was in pain already, and was kicked several times by Herman,

And with each kick, he was crying and shouting, “Dad, are you crazy… What are you
beating me for… “



XWhat did I hit you for?” Herman scolded out of breath, “I hit you because you bastard
hurt me!”

After that, Herman rode on Dean, grabbing the collar with one hand and holding the
other collar with the other.

He slapped him on the face and scolded: “You bastard, you know that you will cause
trouble to me!

“Sooner or later, I will be mad at you!”

Dean cried and shouted: “Dad… What did I do wrong… I was beaten like this,”

“It’s fine if you don’t avenge me, but why do you still beat me…”

Herman was about to explode, but he didn’t dare to tell the real reason.

He knows himself very well as a prodigal son. He likes to cause trouble for one thing,
and he has no ability to be a city man.

Therefore, he could only stare at Dean and said viciously:

“Listen to me! From now on, don’t mention your beatings, let alone try to get revenge on
the other party,”

“Otherwise, I will kill you with both legs interrupted.”

“I will keep you at home like a dog, and never let you go out! Do you understand?!”

Dean was frightened by his father’s fierce look.

He had never seen his father look so vicious in his life.

Although he didn’t know why his father became like this, he also faintly realized,

That he might have caused a big disaster today, so he could only endure the grievance.

Cried and nodded and said, “I understand Dad…”



Herman still couldn’t understand his resentment, and slapped him hard in the face
again,

And then said to the doctor, “From now on, don’t let him leave this ward for the next two
weeks!”

The doctor nodded quickly.

Herman looked at Dean again, gritted his teeth, and said, “Without my permission,”

“If you dare to walk out of this ward for half a step, I won’t have you as my son. Just go
as far as you can!”

Dean shivered in fright and quickly said: “Dad, I want to see my mother… Can you let
my mother come over?”

Herman scolded: “Oh yeah, cry in front of your mother, you bastard,”

At the same time.

When Charlie and Jemina arrived at the Lloyd family’s mansion in Shi Xundao, Gerard,

Who had been following behind, and also arrived at almost the same time?

Just when Charlie stopped the car and was about to unbuckle his seat belt and was
about to get out of the car,

Gerard got out of the car quickly, ran to Tesla, and diligently opened the door for
Charlie.
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Charlie never expected that this old man could sprint so fast with such a fat body.

This is Gerard, who is already standing outside the door, smiling respectfully: “Mr.
Wade, please.”

Charlie smiled slightly: “Mr. Lloyd is too polite.”

Gerard said busily and attentively: “I should be, I should be .”



After speaking, he hurriedly asked Charlie: “How was Mr. Wade’s meal at night?”

“If you are not full, do you want to eat a late-night snack?”

“I just asked the housekeeper to buy roast goose for you.”

“Do you want to eat some? We can have two more drinks by the way.”

Charlie smiled: “I thought Mr. Lloyd didn’t like roast goose.”

Gerard blurted out: “I like it, I like it very much!”

Charlie nodded and said, “Mr. Lloyd, don’t have to worry so much,”

“Miss Jemina took me to eat very well at night, and I can’t eat supper anymore,”

“And it’s not early today, what are we going to do so fast,”

“We can do it tomorrow. I will come to your company to talk more.”

Gerard waved his hand and said, “It’s all right, you can chat anytime you want to
cooperate.”

“I’ll let Jemina show you around tomorrow. You young people must have more common
topics together.”

Saying that, he hurriedly asked Jemina: “Jemina, it should be fine for you tomorrow,
right?”

“If you have nothing to do, continue to accompany Mr. Wade.”

At this point, Charlie said directly, “Miss Jemina will have a charity sale in Milton Hall
Commercial street tomorrow, so I won’t waste her time…”

Jemina felt a little disappointed.

In fact, she really wanted to say that about the charity sale, she could talk to her
classmates without having to go.



However, Charlie said so, and she couldn’t refute it with the cheek, so she could only
nod her head and said,

“Dad, I have something to do in Milton Hall tomorrow.”

“After that, I will take Mr. Wade to dinner, and you can talk about cooperation during the
day.

Seeing this, Gerard could only nod his head and say, “Okay, then I’ll take Mr. Wade to
the company tomorrow,”

“And you can come to the company to find us after you’re done.”

“Okay.” Jemina nodded lightly.

After the three returned to the villa, Gerard said to Charlie,

“Mr. Wade, it’s getting late today, let Jemina take you to the guest room to rest,”

“I have already had the guest room tidied up, it is just opposite Jemina’s room.”

Jemina was surprised to hear that, the guest room at home was not on the same floor
as hers,

And the room opposite her room was specially prepared for good girlfriends to stay at
home for the night.

She also specifically explained that it must not be used to entertain other guests.

Unexpectedly, her father arranged this room for Charlie.

It is estimated that this was on the way here, and her father specially arranged for the
servant to prepare it urgently.

However, Jemina was not angry at all, instead, an inexplicable shyness filled her heart.

So, she said to Gerard: “I know Dad, you can go back to rest, I will take Mr. Wade to the
guest room.”

“Okay!” Gerard laughed and said, “You guys go, I’m going back to the room too.”



Watching Charlie and Jemina enter the elevator, Gerard was very happy.

He never dreamed that Charlie had such strength.

If he could really be captured by his daughter, then he would really take off again!

Just as he was excited about the new center, assistant Amin quickly stepped forward
and whispered in his ear:

“Chairman, I just received news from the United States that Hogan Chen has already
boarded the plane.”

“So soon? Gerard asked in surprise: “Didn’t you say that the process may have to wait
for two more days?”

Amin explained: “I heard that there was a backlog of illegal immigrants there, so they
expedited it.”

Gerard quickly asked, “When will the plane arrive in Hong Kong?”

Amin said, “Tomorrow at around two o’clock in the afternoon.

“When it arrives at two o’clock in the afternoon tomorrow,”

“He will definitely be handed over to the customs for processing,”

“And he will be released after the processing is completed within a few hours.”
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Jemina took Charlie to the center of the two doors, pointed to the room on the right, and
said to him,

“Mr. Wade, this is the guest room where you will rest.”

“It is a suite with an area of about 80 square meters and a living room, a bedroom, and
a separate bathroom.”

After speaking, she opened the door and walked in with him.



The door to enter is the living room of this suite, which is about 30 square meters.

The decoration is very luxurious, and there are all kinds of furniture and appliances.

Jemina said to Charlie, “You can think of this place as a hotel.”

“If you have any needs, please call the housekeeper directly.”

“He will arrange for someone to serve you as soon as possible.”

“In addition, I live opposite you. You can come to me if you have anything.”

Charlie thanked: “Okay Miss Jemina, I understand, thank you.”

Jemina nodded and said a little shyly: “Mr. Wade, it’s getting late,”

“If there is nothing else, I won’t bother you in your rest time.”

Charlie smiled slightly: “Okay, Miss Jemina, you too have a good rest.”

Jemina hurriedly said: “Oh, by the way, Mr. Wade, don’t call me Miss Jemina, just call
me Jemina. “

Okay.” Charlie was not polite, and said: “Then let’s call each other’s names in the
future,”

“And don’t call each other as Mr. and Miss.”

Jemina blushed slightly, and whispered: “Mr. Wade can call directly.”

“I’m Jemina, but according to our habit, we still like to call men “Mr.”.”

Then she asked him, “Mr. Wade, which communication app do you usually use?
WeChat or Whatsapp?”

Charlie said: “I use WeChat, but it seems that you use WhatsApp more here?”

“Yes.” Jemina said: “Most people use WhatsApp, but some people use both,”



“After all, everyone here has many mainland friends. .”

Saying that she took out her mobile phone, opened her WeChat, and said to Charlie,

“Mr. Wade, if it is convenient, let’s add WeChat.”

“Okay.” Charlie also took out his mobile phone and added her as a Wechat friend.

Seeing Charlie’s friend request, Jemina felt joy in his heart, and said,

“Mr. Wade, I’ll go back to the room first, and if you have anything, you can tell me on
WeChat.”

“No problem.”

Jemina smiled and waved: “Then Good night, Mr. Wade.”

After saying good night to each other, Jemina returned to her boudoir,

And the moment she closed the door, she leaned against the door and put her hands on
her chest,

The two blushes on her face were much deeper than before.

After she calmed down a little, she immediately turned on her phone and entered
Charlie’s circle of friends,

Wanting to see more information about him from his circle of friends.

It’s a pity that he is not a person who likes to post on Moments.

His circle of friends is set to be visible for half a year,

But he has not posted a single circle of friends in the past six months.

She found that Charlie’s circle of friends was empty, and couldn’t help but feel a little
lost.

However, she thought about it, and it is also in line with the character of Charlie who
doesn’t like to post Moments.



He is very low-key, and naturally, he can’t be the kind of person who often posts
Moments to show himself.

…

This night, Jemina tossed and turned in bed, almost feeling insomnia.

This is the first time she can’t sleep at night because of a man.
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Early the next morning, she got up from the bed, thinking that Charlie must be resting in
the room,

But when she came downstairs, she found out that he had already eaten breakfast and
was ready to go out.

She asked him in surprise: “Mr. Wade, what are you doing out so early?”

Charlie smiled and said, “I want to go out for a walk and walk around, just to see how
many mansions Shi Xundao has.”

Jemina asked in surprise: “Mr. Wade, do you want to buy a house in Shixundao?”

Charlie smiled casually: “Yes, no, even if I buy it, it isn’t me who buys it.”

Jemina didn’t quite understand what he said, but it sounded like he was very interested
in Shi Xundao,

So she was overjoyed and said quickly, “If Mr. Wade is interested in the house here,”

“I can introduce it to you. The Huo Mansion next to us is for sale,”

“And it is the property of the Huo family in Hong Kong Island.”

Charlie smiled: “Then I’ll go out and take a look.”

Jemina hurriedly asked, “Do you need me to accompany you?



“No need.” Charlie said, “Don’t you have something else to do in a while?”

After speaking, he found that she was not looking very well, so he asked curiously,

“Jemina, did you sleep well last night?”

Feeling a little embarrassed for a while, while arranging her hair, she said hesitantly:

“That is…it was raining last night…so I couldn’t sleep…”

Charlie didn’t think much, nodded lightly, and said to her:

“You look so bad, and you have to go to Milton Hall Commercial street for a whole day,”

“I’m afraid your body won’t be able to carry it.”

After speaking, he walked up to her and said very seriously, “Come on, give me your
hand.”

Not knowing what he wanted to do, she blushed but still handed him her right hand.

Charlie used his fingertips to squeeze a few times on her tiger’s mouth, and said
nonsense:

“There are many acupuncture points in the palm and the tiger’s mouth ( fleshy mounds
between thumb and first finger) . Makes people full of vitality all day.”

While he was speaking, a trace of spiritual energy quietly entered Jemina’s body.

Jemina didn’t believe it at first. It’s not that she didn’t believe in acupoints and massage,

But she just didn’t believe that pressing the palm of the hand could make the whole
person full of vitality.

However, after Charlie pinched a few times, she felt that her whole body was much
more comfortable,

And the fatigue that she felt after not sleeping all night disappeared instantly without a
trace.



Instead, she felt as if she had slept for more than ten hours in one breath, a spirit that
she couldn’t tell.

So, she couldn’t help exclaiming: “It’s amazing, Mr. Wade, how did you do two
massages to give such a strong effect?”

Charlie smiled and said, “I have learned some traditional methods, and a few massage
skills.”

Jemina sighed, “I really didn’t expect that just massage can have such a good effect!”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “Jemina, you go to the dining room to eat first, I’ll go out
for a walk.”

Okay.” she nodded and said, “If Mr. Wade has any questions, you can ask me on
WeChat at any time.”

“If you like a house, you can take a picture of the house number and let me help with
that”

“Okay.”

Charlie agreed, then waved his hand, and left the Lloyd family’s mansion alone.

As he told Jemina just now, he did plan to buy a house in Shi Xundao,

But instead of buying it himself, he planned to let Gerard pay for it.

Moreover, after buying it, he did not plan to live by himself,

But planned to let Uncle Chen and his family live here.

Gerard was aggressive and murderous towards Hogan.

Although Charlie didn’t intend to make things difficult for him too much,

It was still necessary to severely dampen his dignity and spirit!
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Charlie moved around in Shixun Dao and felt more and more that this place had a
unique geographical location.

In Hong Kong, where every inch of land is worth the money,

In Shi Xundao he could not see the slightest congestion, and he can see that the
density of mansions around Panshan Road is not too high.

Coupled with the warm and humid climate in the south, living here is not only quiet but
also comfortable.

He saw the door to the mansion mentioned by Jemina was closed.

And it seemed that in this Huo mansion no one lived nowadays.

Although the facade of the house is a little old, it still looked very stylish.

Charlie strolled around, and when he returned to Lloyd’s villa,

Jemina just came out. Seeing Charlie, her pretty face blushed,

And she asked, “Mr. Wade, how’s it?”

Charlie smiled and said: “Very good, are you ready to go out?”

“Yes.” she smiled back and said, “I will try to do the tasks quickly today and later pick
you up from my dad’s office then.”

“Okay.” Charlie nodded and said: “But don’t worry, you can do your business first.”

Jemina said: “Okay, Mr. Wade, then I’ll go first.”

Charlie instructed: “Be careful on the road.”

Watching Jemina drive away, Charlie Only leisurely walked into the villa.

As soon as Gerard saw him, he stepped forward with a smile on his face,



And said with a smile, “Mr. Wade, I heard from Jemina that you are interested in buying
a property in Shixun Dao?”

Charlie said casually, “No, no, I am just taking a look.”

Gerard said without hesitation: “Mr. Wade, Shi Xundao is definitely a good place,”

“If you are interested in the houses here, I can give you a set!”

Charlie waved his hand and said, “As the saying goes,”

“How can I accept such an expensive gift from Mr. Lloyd without merit?”

Gerard said very seriously: “Mr. Wade, you and I are like old friends at first sight,”

“And the little girl can get along with you very well.”

“I will give you a house so that you can come to Hong Kong for a small gathering in the
future.”

Bella walked up quickly and said flatteringly:

“Yes, Mr. Wade, Gerard told me tonight that he really hopes to become a close friend
with you.”

“He rarely admires others, and you are the first.”

“If you can be our neighbor, he will be very happy!”

Charlie didn’t expect that Bella’s attitude towards him would change so obviously.

Yesterday, she seemed to be a little contemptuous of him,

But today she suddenly changed her ways and began to compliment him.

However, Charlie was not surprised.

After all, she is at Gerard’s bedside. Gerard will definitely tell her what happened at
Inspur bar last night,



So today she knows that he has a great background,

And her attitude has naturally undergone a 180-degree change.

So, Charlie chuckled and said, “Mrs. Lloyd is too polite.”

“I have no idea of settling in Hong Kong yet. Maybe, I will wait for a few years.”

When Gerard heard this, he hurriedly said,

“Hey, Mr. Wade, Now that the society is so developed, the concept of settlement has
long since disappeared.”

“Even if you usually live in the Mainland, as long as you want to come to Hong Kong,”

“You can get here by plane in two hours. To be honest,”

“It is more convenient than driving to the suburbs for outings.”
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Then, Gerard added: “Also, there are just a few private jets available.”

“If Mr. Wade wants to come to Hong Kong, just call me a few hours in advance,”

“And I will arrange a plane to pick you up immediately.”

“And even after you have landed at the airport, you don’t need to take a car anymore.”

“I will directly arrange a helicopter and take you to Shi Xun Dao.”

“You come to Hong Kong for a day or two on weekends and then can go back. It is as
simple as that.”

Bella smiled and said, “Oh, Gerard, your idea is really good.”

“Mr. Wade must have his own business in the mainland, but he can definitely rest on
weekends,”

“Otherwise you will pay for the next door. The Huo family’s house can be bought,”



“And after a quick renovation, it can be given to Mr. Wade,”

“And every Friday in the future, a plane will be sent to take Mr. Wade to Hong Kong to
bring him here.”

Charlie smiled: “Thank you for your kindness, but this arrangement doesn’t sound
suitable for me,”

“But it is suitable for one of my elders.”

After speaking, he changed the subject and said to Gerard:

“Mr. Lloyd, shall we go to your company for a chat later?”

“No problem!” Gerard was excited as he said, “I’ll have someone prepare the car!”

Bella asked from the side, “Gerard, will you and Mr. Wade come back for lunch?”

“Would you like me to prepare lunch in advance?”

Gerard waved his hand and said, “I won’t be coming back,”

“At noon, I plan to take Mr. Wade to Long Jingxuan to taste authentic Hong Kong
cuisine.”

Bella hurriedly said, “In this case, do I need to go to Long Jingxuan earlier at noon for a
meal?”

“Alright.” Gerard said with a smile: “You make arrangements in advance and call Jemina
and ask her to join us.”

“Okay.” Bella said with a smile: “I will contact her then. You and Mr. Wade concentrate
on talking about business.”

Gerard nodded with satisfaction, at this time, the driver had already pulled up to the
front,

So he smiled at Bella: “Bella, I will leave with Mr. Wade now, Call me if you have
anything.”



She said with a smile, “If there is anything in the afternoon and evening that I need to
arrange for you in advance,”

“Let me know at any time, and I will dismiss today’s game.”

“Okay.” Gerard smiled fondly: “You are the most sensible.”

After that, he said to Charlie, “Mr. Wade, shall we go?”

Charlie nodded, and sat in the back row of Rolls-Royce with him,

And when he caught Bella’s attention at the ceremony, he left the villa.

When the car came out, Charlie looked at Gerard with great interest, and said with a
smile,

“Mr. Lloyd and Mrs. Lloyd have a very deep relationship.”

Gerard sighed with a smile: “Mr. Wade, to tell you the truth,”

“I have been with many girls, but Bella is the only one who really won my heart.”

After speaking, Gerard looked at Charlie, and said to him as if he had come over,

“Mr. Wade, in fact, for successful men like us speaking of women, especially good
women,”

“Of course the more there are, the better, but no matter how many women there are,”

“You are all in the midst of thousands of flowers. In the end,”

“You still have to choose the one that suits you best, understands you best,”

“And I am most satisfied with her. That is the woman I want to be my  life partner.”

Charlie raised his eyebrows and smiled, and asked him, “It seems that Mrs. Lloyd is the
one that suits you best.”

“Yes.” he said: “To be honest, I do love her very much!”



“The whole of Hong Kong knows that I am good to women, but I am the best to her!”

Speaking of this, Gerard said very seriously:

“Danm, if it wasn’t for that, she did something wrong when she was young, and I would
have doted on her even more now!”

Charlie said with a faint smile: “Before I came, I had heard about some past events of
Mr. Lloyd and Mrs. Lloyd,”

“But Mr. Lloyd could finally choose to accept Mrs. Lloyd, it seems that it is true love.”

Gerard sneered: “It is true love, but true love will inevitably have some grudges.”

After speaking, he suddenly sighed with emotion: “Fortunately, this grudge will soon be
over!”

Chapter 4514

At this moment, Charlie saw a relief-like expression coming from Gerard’s face.

However, he just smiled slightly, and then asked Gerard:

“Mr. Lloyd looks very happy, is there anything special today?”

Gerard waved his hand and said with a smile: “Haha, except for the cooperation with
Mr. Wade,”

“Everything else is little things, all small things! It’s not worth mentioning!”

Charlie didn’t point it out, looked at the scenery outside the window, and said calmly:

“It rained heavily last night, and the sun is shining brightly today. It seems that
something good is going to happen.”

“Yes, yes. Yes.” Gerard said with a smile: “I specially asked Master Micah Yu to do a
calculation for me this morning.”



“He said that my hexagram today shows signs of purple energy coming from the east,”

“Saying that something great is about to happen.”

Master Micah Exeor?” Charlie asked in surprise: “I don’t know who the master’s name
is?”

“Is he related to Jinghai?”

Gerard asked in surprise: “Mr. Wade also heard of Jinghai’s reputation as a master?”

Charlie smiled awkwardly, thinking to himself, “I don’t know if you heard that it was with
jinghai,”

“That I used a thunderclap to cut him into ashes.”

However, Charlie couldn’t say such a thing. So he smiled and said,

“I have heard that Jinghai is a very famous master of metaphysics in Hong Kong, but I
have never met him.”

Gerard nodded and said seriously: “Master Yu was the most famous in Hong Kong
before.”

“Master of metaphysics, almost all the rich and famous stars in the whole of Hong Kong
were regulars in his family,”

“And I had a very good personal relationship with him.”

Charlie asked him curiously: “Then where is the master now?”

Gerard said: “Yu Since last year, has been looking for treasures from heaven and earth
all year round.”

“Some time ago, Micah announced that Master Yu found a fairyland cave in the
mainland and he retreated there to practice.”

Charlie laughed and said: “Fairyland Cave, is it possible that he wants to cultivate
immortals?”



Gerard said earnestly: “Mr. Wade, Micah cultivates feng shui metaphysics,”

“And it is best to use the treasures of heaven and earth to cover feng shui.”

“It is said that when they reach a certain age, they have to retreat and practice, and
Master Yu is no exception.”

Charlie smiled and nodded.

It seems that Master Micah does not know whether Jinghai is dead or alive.

In order to avoid affecting his reputation, he simply concocted a story that Jinghai was
practicing in retreat.

So he asked Gerard: “Mr. Lloyd hasn’t said yet, what does Mr. Yu, who is fortune-telling
for you, have anything to do with Jinghai.”

Gerard said, “Now the one who sits in his place is Jinghai’s son.”

Charlie nodded and didn’t ask any more questions.

Soon, Gerard’s car drove to the Central business district, the most prosperous financial
center in Hong Kong.

Gerard has two office buildings in Central, the total value has now exceeded 20 billion
Hong Kong dollars,

Which can be regarded as the largest part of Gerard’s assets.

However, Gerard is not a big boss in Central. The real boss is actually the Li family who
have faded out of Hong Kong.

The total price of a central center in Li’s family is approaching 40 billion Hong Kong
dollars.

After the two entered Central, Gerard introduced Charlie proudly:

“Mr. Wade here is the Central, the financial center of Hong Kong.”



“You haven’t been to Hong Kong for a long time, and you may not know much about it.
Land prices are too expensive here.”

He said with a smile: “Mr. Wade, the rent of Grade A office buildings here is almost the
highest in the world,”

“60% more expensive than the famous Manhattan, New York. The ones placed here are
all Fortune 500 companies without exception.”

Charlie asked curiously, “Mr. Lloyd should have an industry here, right?”

“Of course.” Gerard said with a smile, “I’ll tell you, Speaking of Mr. Wade, housing prices
in Hong Kong are already ridiculously expensive.”

“In Central, the price of a top office building is about HK$20,000 to 30,000 per square
foot,”

“And 11 square feet is converted into one square meter in the Mainland.”

“That is to say, here in office buildings, the price per square meter is more than 300,000
Hong Kong dollars.”
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Speaking, Gerard pointed to a building on the side of the road, and said with a smile:

“This building sold a unit of 260 square meters at the beginning of the year, and it sold
for 120 million Hong Kong dollars.”

Charlie smiled: ” Two hundred and sixty square meters can be sold for so much money,”

“So Mr. Lloyd’s property here has already exceeded 10 billion Hong Kong dollars,
right?”

Gerard said with a smile: “The two office buildings I have in hand add up to almost two
Fourteen billion Hong Kong dollars.”

Charlie asked again: “By the way, at what price did Mr. Lloyd buy Miss Jemina’s snack
street?”



Gerard laughed and said, “Mr. Wade, mention that Snack Street is really an excellent
investment.”

“More than ten years ago, I spent 158 million Hong Kong dollars to buy the entire
street.”

“Now if I take it out for redevelopment, the land alone will be worth at least 3 billion!”

Speaking of this Gerard said to Charlie in a low voice:

“The boss of Yateng Assets has taken a fancy to that street and wants to demolish it
and build a commercial center.”

“If I cooperate with them, they will invest 15 billion Hong Kong dollars to build it.”

“I used the land and out of the total shares they can give me 30%.”

“What I am talking to them now is that I will use the land for 5 billion shares,”

“And then subscribe to invest 2.6 billion.”

“I will take 51% of the shares, and I will be the major shareholder.”

Having said that, he looked at Charlie and said very seriously:

“If Mr. Wade is interested in this project, I can give you a part of the shares at a low
price,”

“And we can make a fortune together.” Charlie asked, “Except for the two sides .”

“Outside the shops, there is a road in the middle, how to build a commercial center in
such a place?”

Gerard smiled and said, “In fact, everything is working, the road is very narrow,”

“And it is almost occupied by the stalls at night. The function of the municipal road has
almost been lost,”



“So I communicated with the planning department, and I only need to commit to
investing one billion to demolish and rebuild a municipal road on the south side of the
snack street area,”

“And then when the commercial center is built, it will be underground.”

“Leave an underground pedestrian passage on the floor, and then add escalators at
both ends, and the project can be approved.”

After speaking, he said again: “I will invest in a municipal road, and then build a
pedestrian passage.”

“At that time, if I spend a little more money, I will be able to lead an underground
passage from the basement level of the commercial center to the nearby subway
station.”

“By that time, this will be a commercial center with very convenient transportation, and
the future is limitless!”

Charlie frowned slightly and said, “This street seems to be very important to Miss
Jemina.”

“If it is redeveloped, it will be difficult for her to accept it.”

Gerard Slightly startled, then smiled: “I have dealt with women a lot, and I know more
about women than ordinary men.”

“Girls, most of them are too emotional. This is also a woman’s natural weakness in
character,”

“So you see, why are most of the richest people in this world men?”

“To put it bluntly, it is because men are always rational and can be truly mercenary and
reckless.”

“In the market, only people who are rational and calm enough are able to make a lot of
money!”

Charlie felt a little more disgust for Gerard in his heart, and said lightly:



“For Miss Jemina, there is her spiritual sustenance, and it seems inappropriate to
dismantle it to make money?”

Heard Charlie’s question, Gerard said with a smile:

“Mr. Wade, this child Jemina, the biggest problem is that she has never been in love.”

Charlie frowned and said: “You wanted to open the snack street, what does it have to do
with Miss Jemina?”

Gerard hurriedly said: “Look, don’t think that this child is twenty-four years old this year,”

“And she is in the age of marriage, but it is because she has never been in a
relationship and has been in a blank state in terms of relationship,”

“So she has always been very nostalgic. She is in her twenties, and she still goes to the
snack street to eat every day,”

“And hangs with those vendors and walkers just like when she was a child,”

“Which proves that her emotional vacancy has always been filled by missing her
mother.”
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Speaking of which, Gerard looked at Charlie and said meaningfully: “Actually,”

“The best way now is to let her mature quickly and let her have a true experience.”

“She is really going to fall in love. Once she starts falling in love,”

“The vacancy in her emotional aspect will be filled by the guy she loves.”

“At that time, this snack street which is very important to her now will not be that
important anymore.”

Charlie hummed and said, “Mr. Lloyd, I heard from Miss Jemina that you bought the
snack street and gave it to her.”



“Strictly speaking, this is her property, do you want to tear it down? In order to
re-develop, she should be consulted.”

Gerard could hear that Charlie was somewhat defending Jemina,

And instead of being angry, he was extremely happy. So, he looked at Charlie and
promised very seriously:

“Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, I will definitely seek Jemina’s approval for this matter,”

“And I don’t want to tear it down and rebuild it right away, it’s better to wait for Jemina.”

“After she has found her wishful husband and started her own life, I will seek her
advice.”

Then, he deliberately said very seriously: “In addition, I have already made plans,”

“And I will be here by then. All the shares in the center are used as Jemina’s future
dowry, whoever marries her will be the boss here!”

Charlie smiled and said nothing. He felt that Gerard’s remarks were to attract him.

He has probably already made a plan. Even if Jemina does not agree, he will go his
own way in the redevelopment.

But Charlie didn’t say more, because Gerard is in high spirits now, but in the afternoon,
he will teach him how to be a man.

At that time, he will definitely make a contract with him for another thing,

And this will make him make a promise that he must not go against Jemina’s opinion in
the handling of the snack street.

Afterward, the convoy drove into an office building owned by Gerard.

Gerard warmly invited Charlie to walk into his special elevator, and said to him,

“Mr. Wade, the largest entertainment company in Hong Kong, works in my building.”

“Their boss, Tyren Yang, has a very good relationship with me.”



“If you are interested in getting to know him,”

“I can let him come up in a while, and let’s have tea together and get to know him.”

After speaking, Gerard said to Charlie with an expression that he could understand,

“At least half of the female stars in Hong Kong are all signed to Tyren’s company,”

“If you are interested, I can also let them introduce some of them to you.”

For Gerard, he is a master of indulging in flowers, so even if he hopes Charlie very
much to be his future son-in-law,

But he still felt that a real man should be as unrestrained and wild as himself,

And having more women is an elegant affair, and it is no big deal.

However, Charlie didn’t have any interest in female stars in Hong Kong,

He waved his hand with a cold expression, and said, “No need, Mr. Lloyd,”

“I have heard about the chaos in your circle, and I dare not wade into the mud without
care,”

“At least I won’t take the initiative to jump into the cesspool.”

When Gerard heard this, he was stunned for a moment, knowing that Charlie must have
looked down…

On the chaotic female stars in the entertainment industry,

And he was flattering and accidentally patted the horse’s leg. He said embarrassedly,

“Mr. Wade misunderstood. In fact, I don’t mix in their circle. Like Mr. Wade, I am clean!”

“Okay, okay.” Shaking his head and smiling, Gerard was a little ashamed.

At this time, the elevator indicated that it had reached the top floor,



And then the elevator door opened. Gerard said attentively,

“Come here, Mr. Wade, please come to the lower office first.”

Charlie nodded, followed Gerard out of the elevator, and then seeing the two young,

Beautiful, tall, and short skirt uniform girls at the elevator entrance,

They bowed respectfully and said, “Hello, Chairman!”

Gerard hurriedly pointed at Charlie and said to the two,

“This is my distinguished guest, Mr. Wade, quickly say hello to Mr. Wade!”

The two girls said in unison, “Hello, Mr. Wade!”
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Charlie smiled and followed Gerard all the way to his office.

Interestingly, along the way, he met at least seven or eight female employees with the
same dress and temperament.

Apart from that, there were hardly any male employees on this floor.

So, Charlie asked with great interest: “Mr. Lloyd, why are there all-female employees
here?”

“It’s eye-catching!” Gerard said with a smile: “My employees are basically from flight
attendants and beautiful Hong Kong girls,”

“And they are all about the same height, all under the age of 28,”

“I pay them double wages, but I don’t need them to hold important positions,”

“Just dress up like this every day to say hello to me and serve me well at the same time,
that’s enough.”

After speaking, he was afraid of Charlie’s misunderstanding, and quickly explained:



“Mr. Wade, this kind of service as I speak, doesn’t mean anything else, it’s a simple,
normal, and healthy daily service.”

Charlie said lightly: “I had little understanding of Mr. Lloyd’s behavior before I came
here,”

“So Mr. Lloyd doesn’t have to explain this kind of thing.”

Gerard smiled awkwardly, scratched his head, and said, “Oh, for a long time,”

“For the people outside there have been some misunderstandings about me.”

“If Mr. Wade hears something outrageous, don’t take it seriously.”

“Okay.” Charlie sat down on the sofa in his office and said casually,

“Mr. Lloyd, let’s talk about business, how do you want to cooperate with BAIT
Shipping?”

Gerard didn’t expect Charlie to go straight to the point so quickly, and hurriedly said:

“That’s right, Mr. Wade, there is also a shipping company I have,”

“But the operation is not very good, and a lot of transportation capacity is wasted,”

“So I hope to be able to follow BAIT Shipping should cooperate in-depth and take some
orders that cannot be digested from BAIT Shipping.”

Charlie said indifferently: “This kind of cooperation is naturally not a problem,”

“But the key is how much profit you are willing to pay to BAIT Shipping?”

Gerard thought about it and said tentatively: “How about 30%? BAIT Shipping doesn’t
have to bear anything,”

“Just give me the waybill that you can’t digest, and I will give 30% of the freight to BAIT
Shipping.”

“Thirty percent?” Charlie said with a smile: “If Mr. Lloyd only has such a little sincerity,”



“Then I guess it’s impossible to talk about this matter.”

Gerard was stunned, and quickly said: “Oh, Mr. Wade, these are easy to say.”

“It really doesn’t matter to me how much you split, I just want to make you an offer as a
friend,”

“If you don’t think it’s suitable, it’s okay to open five or more!”

Charlie smiled: “Well, I’ll give you some time to think about it, after thinking about it, give
me a price.”

Gerard couldn’t figure out Charlie’s psychological expectations, so he could only nod
and say,

“It’s easy to talk, we can discuss this matter in the long run.”

Just after finishing speaking, a beautiful woman knocked on the door and came in.

She said respectfully: “Chairman, Mr. Yang is here, and he has brought two very young
newcomers.”

“He said he wanted to introduce them to you.”

“I told him that you were meeting guests, and he asked me to ask if it was inconvenient
for you now.”

When Gerard heard this, his expression was extremely ugly, and he quickly waved his
hand and said,

“No, no, tell him that I have a distinguished guest, it is inconvenient! Let him go!”

After speaking, he deliberately glanced at Charlie and muttered:

“I lost it, this bastard surname Yang, he always runs to me when he has nothing to do,
making it seem like everyone is familiar.”

Charlie laughed and said, “Mr. Lloyd, you are often in the entertainment industry,”



“And your acting skills are still like this. It’s really hard to hide.”

Gerard could not wait to dig through the cracks in the ground and said bravely:

“No, Mr. Wade, I’m really not familiar with the entertainment industry…”

Charlie waved his hand: “Forget it since it’s your good friends,”

“There is no reason to go out, you might as well introduce me to them.”

Gerard looked at Charlie, stunned slightly, and thought to himself:

“I thought that Wade is really a good man with a clean body, I didn’t expect that he is
also a Bold man.”

“A fellow man full of benevolence, righteousness, and morality,”

“Now that he heard that Tyren brought two young newcomers here, he moved his
mind…”

Thinking of this, he immediately changed his expression with a smile on his face,

Said to the secretary, “Quick, let Mr. Yang come in!”


